Approach to Renovation
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Enclosing and glazing Level 1
Community Commons overlooking pedestrian mall
Creating clear entry
Principle | PRESENCE AND CONNECTION TO CAMPUS
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Transform and organize each floor
Provide shared amenities at the ends of each floor

Principle | FOSTER INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION THROUGH PHYSICAL CONNECTIVITY
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Distribute shared amenities throughout
- bookable meeting rooms, social and study spaces
Level 1: Team-based Learning Classrooms
- Two combinable rooms with “Team-based Learning” technology
- 102 seats typically, 300 in lecture or standing room mode
Level 1: Feature Stair and Welcome Center

Principle | EXPANSION OF PROGRAM
Level 10: Gallery
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Level 10: Event Space (for 170), Executive Meeting Room

Principle | EXPANSION OF PROGRAM
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Principle | FLEXIBILITY AND CHANGE OVER TIME
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Principle | INCREASE NATURAL LIGHT, VIEWS AND TRANSPARENCY
Principle | STEWARDSHIP AND STABILIZATION OF THE BUILDING
Principle | UPGRADE FOR CODE COMPLIANCE, AESTHETICS, BARRIER-FREE AND GENDER INCLUSIVITY
Construction Progress
Construction Progress
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